Differential modulation of disynaptic cutaneous inhibition and excitation in ankle flexor motoneurons during fictive locomotion.
1. Intracellular recording from extensor digitorum longus (EDL) and tibialis anterior (TA) alpha-motoneurons during fictive locomotion was used to examine patterns of modulation of oligosynaptic postsynaptic potentials (PSPs) produced by electrical stimulation of the cutaneous superficial peroneal (SP) and medial plantar (MPL) nerves in unanesthetized, decerebrate adult cats. 2. In all 20 EDL motoneurons studied, electrical stimulation of the SP nerve with single pulses at about twice threshold for the most excitable fibers in the nerve (2xT) produced either no synaptic potentials or relatively small oligosynaptic excitatory or inhibitory PSPs (EPSPs or IPSPs), both at rest and during the extension phase of fictive stepping. However, at the onset of the flexion phase large, presumably disynaptic IPSPs (central latencies 1.7-2.0 ms) appeared in the SP responses. These IPSPs usually decreased in amplitude later in the flexion phase despite maintained membrane depolarization. 3. In most (7/8) TA motoneurons, SP stimulation produced oligosynaptic EPSPs at rest and during the extension phase of fictive stepping. These EPSPs were suppressed during flexion in a majority of TA cells studied (5/8) but no clearly disynaptic IPSPs were found in any TA motoneuron. 4. In most EDL and TA motoneurons, stimulation of the MPL nerve produced oligosynaptic EPSPs at rest and during the extension phase, most with latencies in the presumably disynaptic range (< or = 2.0 ms). When present, these MPL EPSPs were suppressed throughout the flexion phase of stepping in almost all EDL (18/ 20) and TA (6/8) motoneurons examined. 5. The available evidence suggests that these modulation effects during fictive stepping are due primarily to convergence of control information from the spinal central pattern generator (CPG) for locomotion onto segmental interneurons in the oligosynaptic cutaneous pathways. 6. These observations extend the evidence for precise differential control of transmission through cutaneous reflex pathways in the cat hindlimb by the locomotor CPG. Taken together with earlier evidence about locomotor modulation of cutaneous PSPs in flexor digitorum longus (FDL) motoneurons, the data suggest that cutaneous information from the dorsal surface of the foot, carried in part by the SP nerve, projects to digit motoneurons (FDL and EDL) through discrete sets of last-order interneurons that also receive powerful excitation from the locomotor CPG during flexion. In contrast, the last-order interneurons that convey excitatory information from the SP nerve to at least some TA motoneurons are inhibited by the CPG during flexion. 7. Another contrast resides in the fact that oligosynaptic cutaneous excitation from the plantar surface of the foot, via the MPL nerve, is suppressed in FDL, EDL, and TA motoneurons during the flexion phase of locomotion. The available information is consistent with the possibility that MPL effects may be delivered to these motor nuclei by common interneurons. 8. We suggest an interneuronal circuitry that could account for these observations and discuss possible functional implications of modulation of these sensory pathways during locomotion.